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DEDICATION

ii

To Mother Gaia, Inanna, Virgin Mary, sacred Feminine, Mother Goddess, you 
who are the source of all life and from whom all life springs, I call you back 
into the world and ask that you guide us, men and women, to restore balance 
to the chaos of these dark times. 

To Maya, Seamus and Tessa, best friends and companions on this journey 
through dream time.

To Genesis Farm, Garden Paradise, in gratitude and appreciation for all you 
offer to the world.



INTRODUCTION

iii

“The great historic mission of our time is to reinvent the human, 
at the species level, with critical reflection, within the community 
of life systems, in a time developmental context, by means of 
story and shared dream experience.”

~Thomas Berry

From mythology we learn of our potentiality. From science we discover our 
genetic programming. From the Vedas we learn that our genetic 
programming grabs hold of the basic principles of a human life - freedom, 
love, compassion, integrity and trust; and exploits these qualities for its own 
ends of species survival. We have the potential to evolve out of being more 
than our genetic programming and this is the movement of consciousness.

For centuries the sacred Feminine has appeared to children, women and 
men to bring Her message for world peace. She has repeatedly asked us to 
call Her back into the world through prayer and contemplation. As the earth 
suffers environmental devastation due to human being’s disregard for Her 
natural resources, it is more important than ever before to question our 
actions and change our collective dream story before it is too late.



Chapter 1

IN THE 
BEGINNING

At the close of the terminal Cenozoic era on planet 
Earth located in the Orion Spur of the Milky Way 
galaxy, two small doggies are asleep in an old stone 
house. 
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Upstairs Tessa, the yellow eyed cat, grooms herself before going 
off to the land of dreams. The conditions are perfect on this full 
moon night, and she wants to be looking her best when she 
enters the crack between the worlds. 

Tonight she will bring Maya and Seamus to meet someone 
special and see what no human can see. Doggies can smell, but 
cats can see in the dark, can see deep into the shadows where 
fear and danger dance together. 



CHAPTER 2

TESSA’S 
DREAM

As told by Seamus, Shih Tzu brother to Maya, 
warrior Cairn terrier and Tessa, yellow eyed feline 
who dreams them into a place of no-time, the crack 
between the worlds.



Hey there, wait up. Can you help me find a way out of these woods?



I seem to be walking in circles. It all looks familiar, but is constantly changing. Have you seen my sister Maya?



You can follow me. Maybe we’ll get lucky. I’m Seamus, by the way.



Keep up now, so you don’t get lost…. Oh yeah, we are lost….hahahaha….



I look pretty haggard, right? It’s been a rough night. I’m still trying to piece together exactly what happened.



It all began when Tessa dreamed us into the 
crack between the worlds. 

She told me to be aware when next we slept, 
but who listens to a cat? Not a doggie, that’s  
for sure.



I fell asleep on the couch with Maya, then we were running through the moss forest. Suddenly this lady appeared, and 
the sky turned red with fire. I ran past her as fast as I could knowing Maya would protect me.



 

The mysterious lady stood at the top of the hill silent and 
still.

Brave Maya walked towards her and asked,

"Hello, we are lost. Can you help us find our way home?"

The lady stood silent and yet I could hear her words 
so clearly.

"I have been expecting you Maya, cairn terrier."

"How did you know my name?"

"I know everything about you, sweet girl. Welcome to  
my garden paradise."

"This isn’t a garden, it’s the moss forest! Can you  
show us how to wake up from this dream, pretty lady?"

"In time, Maya, you will awaken, but first you must do  
something for me. Go to the waters edge and gaze upon  
the pond. Tell me what you see.”
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So, Maya went to the edge of the pond and looked out to the center.   
"There!" she cried. "I see something floating on the water."
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There floating on the surface was the most beautiful veil of many colors.  
“You must retrieve the veil and return it to me. Only then can you awaken from this dream.” said the lady.
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Suddenly the light began to change as the lady raised her arms and slowly disappeared from our sight.
“Wait!” cried Maya “What do we do now?”
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As she faded from view the howl of a lone wolf broke the silence. Maya took off running towards the sound and I 
took off running in the opposite direction.



CHAPTER 3

SERPENT 
SENSE
I could see Maya running towards a tiny wolf sur-
rounded by snakes, so I turned and ran and hid  
behind a tree. But not Maya, nothing she loves  
better than a good fight.



“I will protect you, tiny wolf! Stand back, slithering snake!”



“Well, well”, said the serpent, “what have we here? A funny little 
doggie making a lot of noise.”

“I am Maya, cairn terrier extraordinaire.”

“Whoa, there Miss Maya, cairn terrier. I am but a humble serpent 
at your service. Are you alone in the moss forest?”

“I am with my brother, Seamus, he’s hiding behind a tree 
somewhere. He has no trust of snakes.”

“And rightly so, Maya. Do you know what your name means?”

“Good, beautiful, sweet doggie. What my mom tells me all the 
time.”

The serpent laughed softly.

“In the ancient Sanskrit tongue Maya is the world colored by what 
you think you see rather than seeing what is actually real.”

“You speak in riddles serpent! We just want to wake up from this 
dream.”

“How about a deal? I do something for you, and you will do 
something for me.”

“Making a deal with a striped snake cannot be good, but I see I 
have no choice.”

The snake’s tongue flicked out at Maya before he replied, “You 
have journeyed to the place of dreamtime, a place of no-time, the 
crack between the worlds, and it is on this journey you must  
remove the veil and embrace a new way to live in the world.”

“I did agree to find a veil, but have no idea where to begin.”

“Well, sweet Maya I can help you with that. Come closer now and 
I will whisper the words that will start you on your journey.” 

 
But when Maya leaned down she felt a painful bite to her ear. She 
howled in surprise and the veil of darkness fell across her eyes.
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Chapter 4

SHAPE~
SHIFTING
FOX

When I heard Maya scream, I ran out from behind 
the trees, forgetting my fear of snakes. 
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 I found her dazed and confused from the snake bite, so I guided her back to the path and we continued on our way.



As we rounded a corner the mysterious lady appeared speaking with a small white fox. 



Slowly Maya crept closer. “Who are you, beautiful lady?” she asked.



“Call me Mother Gaia, Mother of all--the sun rising and the sky 
above. I am this tree, this rock and the water you need to live. I 
am Inanna, Ishtar, sacred Feminine, Giver of Life and Mother of 
Forms.

I am here to tell you that I am losing my power and when it is 
gone then all will go with me. This earthly paradise will exist no 
more. Will you help me retrieve my power, sweet Maya? You must 
find the veil and bring it to me. Just remember it is all a dream, a 
dream of your own making and I will show you how you can 
safely awaken. 

Seamus will be your companion throughout this journey. He won’t 
want to go, he will be afraid; but you must teach him courage so 
he can return to tell a new story. My friend white fox will explain 
what you must do, and then we will meet again.”

And with that she was gone leaving Maya nose to nose with the 
white fox.

“First of all you must change your size.” said the fox “You smash 
all the tiny creatures when you walk; and you are very noisy, 
barking and running through the dry leaves. What a racket you 
make!”

“What can I do to change?” asked Maya

“You must become a shapeshifter, invisible, so you can move 
through the world as a witness to what is happening. Continue 

along this path and you will find a golden apple. You must eat the 
apple to continue the journey.”

“I can eat the apple?” said Maya, hungry and excited.

“Yes, a magic apple. A heirloom seed passed down from the first 
garden paradise to this moment. It will take you on a special 
journey and you will return with awakened eyes to see and a new 
voice to tell your story.” 

In the blink of an eye, the fox disappeared. We set off again, two 
little doggies alone and scared. If we stuck to the familiar path, 
hopefully we would find this tree of magic golden apples.
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Chapter 5

GARDEN 
PARADISE

We continued following the path around the pond. 
By this time we were so hungry we were ready to 
eat pine cones; and then there it was, a golden 
apple falling out of the sky and rolling down the hill!



Maya took off running after the apple, but each time she tried to take a bite it rolled further away. Finally, it rolled 
right into the water. Before it could float away Maya sank her teeth into the tender flesh. 



A burst of juice exploded into her mouth and before my eyes, Maya began to shrink!



She was growing smaller and smaller, until finally she was the size of the tiny white fox. 
"Oh, no," I cried, "Maya, what’s happening? You’re beginning to disappear. Don't leave me here alone!"



But Maya was not paying attention to me. 
When she finally stopped shrinking, she 
looked up and said in a wee small voice, 

"It's alright, Seamus, take a bite of the apple 
and join me."

Well, I wasn't about to be left behind, so I took 
a bite of the apple and my body began to 
shrink too. 

I was Shih Tzu scared as I watched everything 
round me get bigger and bigger as I got 
smaller and smaller. 

There we were, Maya and Seamus caught in 
the crack between the worlds, where 
everything is sooo big and all the colors bright 
and beautiful.



I glanced around for Maya and saw her standing on top a lotus blossom looking out over the pond. We were 
balanced on a lily pad seeing the forest in a new way, in a new light. That sure was some magic apple! 



We made our way across the forest floor ducking under leaves and walking over roots, our noses to the ground 
finding new smells. The Garden Paradise offered up her treasures to us!



We lost track of time 

It all fell away 

And in those moments 

We were in paradise 

Mother Gaia 

At her finest 

No fear 

Our hearts filled 

With love 

Grateful to be 

Alive in Her 

Garden of delights



Tessa showed up to tell us, “Doggies, you have to go back now or be lost forever in the moss forest.”  
Yeah right, we were not going anywhere. I told Tess to chill and Maya gave her a slice of the magic apple. 
Well, Tessa quickly shrank down to our size, spittin and hissin the whole way. 



We invited her to explore with us, but  
Tessa found a big rock and stretched  
out in the sun.  
 
She said she needed to hold the dream 
until we could awaken in our own time. 

So we left her there napping on the warm 
stone and kept moving through the  
Garden Paradise.
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My eyes were beginning to do some weird things. Everything kept moving and the colors were exploding like 
fireworks. The forest pulsated with an energy I had missed before and now I was awake to her movements.
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Then while climbing along a tree limb the serpent slid into view.

"Ah, little doggies, we meet again. I see you have lost some of 
your height, it brings you down closer to me. How are your eyes? 
Seeing everything alright?

"Slithering Serpent, our eyes are seeing amazing things and we 

would like to stay longer in Paradise. Is there a place for us to 
sleep the night?"

"Of course, but be careful Maya. All your senses are awake with 
pleasure and your mind desires more and more. Look around, 

explore, enjoy, but remember you are here to retrieve the veil and 
awaken."

“You’re right, but we feel so good and want it to go on forever.”

The serpent smiled. “And that is the lesson. All suffering comes 
from wanting pleasure. Attachment causes pain because the 
pleasure always ends. When paradise has been destroyed there 
will be great suffering in the world.”

So I chimed in here, “Your point, Serpent?”

“Like me, you must shed your old skins and bring forth a new 
version of yourself. The between times will soon be upon us, then 
darkness will fall. Remember you must first shed your familiar 
ways of being in the world. In this way you can change the old 
story.”

Then the serpent was gone - leaving us with so many questions 
still unanswered. I looked to Maya and she said,

"I had no idea I'm supposed to change my way of seeing. I 
thought I was fine living in ignorance."

"Right?", I replied, "And now that we have seen the truth we can’t 
go back to our old ways."

"Once we know…. there is no going back. We must trust in 
Mother Gaia and follow her instructions."



Chapter 6

PASSAGE 
INTO 
DARKNESS
First came the between times. One moment we 
were surrounded with color and light and the next it 
was dusk and we had to find shelter for the long 
night ahead.

I was really afraid. I told Maya not to stay until dark, 
that we needed to leave before the night creatures 
came out; but Maya wouldn’t listen.



We found a small cave above the moss covered path. We would 
be safe away from where the night creatures walked, so we 
curled up to keep warm and I asked Maya to tell me a story.  

 
“Little brother,” she said, “this is the story of the beginning, before 
you and me and this forest ever existed. It was a time of peace 
and plenty, when all species flourished and the world was a 
dangerous, but peaceful place.”

“If it was so peaceful, Maya, why was it dangerous?”

“Because, survival was the goal of all creatures, and in order to 
survive one must be stronger, more cunning, faster, and smarter 
than all the others.”

“So, how was that any different from the world we live in today?”

“Well, that’s because we have followed our genetic pattern for 
surviving in nature, from the beginning of time right up until now. 
You see, it worked in the very beginning and then it no longer 
served evolution or the occupants of Mother Gaia.”

“So we have to change?”

“Yes, exactly, not only do we have to change but we have to 
reinvent ourselves as an earth community.”

“But are you talking about doggies, or human beings?”

“What do you think, little brother?”

“I think we are all in this together, but that humans make the 
decisions and we have to do what we’re told. It is they who have 
to change, and we animals will shift along with them.”

“Right, just like the white fox said, we have to learn to shapeshift 
if we are to survive in the destruction that may come first.”

And a moment later we were fast asleep.
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A deep growl awoke us from sleep. A black panther stood staring at us as if ready to pounce. I jumped up and 
hid behind Maya. I thought the panther was going to attack and eat us, but after a long silence all she said 
was, “Follow me.”  Who were we to argue? 



The full moon lit our way. Then we were climbing along a thick tree branch hanging out over the water. Finally, 
Panther stopped and turned to us. “What do you see, little doggies?” she asked.



“The full moon?” Maya replied.

“Yes, in Libra tonight. A time of awakening.”

 
“I usually like to sleep first before I wake up.” I said, trying to 
make light of a scary situation.

“You’re always asleep, Shih Tzu, dreaming one dream, everyone - 
dogs, cats, humans. A collective dream of hate and destruction 
covering the earth and plowing over nature.” 
 
“Are we really sleeping and this is a dream, a collective dream?”

“Yes, this experience right now is the reality.”

“We met Mother Gaia.”

“She who is everything and nothing, sacred Feminine, the 
darkness and the light. You were lost and she came to teach you 
to no longer be afraid - so that you may no longer live in 
ignorance.”

“I’m tired and hungry and want to wake up from this dream and 
go home now, please.” I said to no one in particular.

But Panther ignored me.

“Ignorance drives the machine and greed is the fuel. The answer 
is within reach; but few reach for the solution.”

“How can humans change if they can’t see what they are doing?”

“Oh, they see it; but they are trapped. They have to wake up; but 
the world is in denial and totally addicted. Only the addicted can 
remain in a constant state of war, a war against each other, 
against themselves; mostly against the Mother of All; against their 
only source of life.” 

She was moving fast down the branch and we turned to follow.

“All species have to live within nature and humans must slow the 
technology that destroys nature.”
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“Yes, but that technology makes us comfortable, without that 
technology we can’t go on. It’s seductive, addictive, and I like it!”

“Exactly,” said Panther over her shoulder. “People have become 
autistic to what is happening. The destruction of a species, who 
see no evil, who hear no evil, who ignore the horror around them.”

“Is there a price we must pay, Panther?” I asked.

“Of course, Shih Tzu, there is always a price and unfortunately for 
humans it is one in which all that is known may have to be 
destroyed so that a new story can emerge.”

“Whoa, boy!” I said, “I hope that won’t happen in my lifetime.”

“That’s what people always say! They live their lives as if they 
won’t be here to pay the consequences.”

“So is it possible to put an end to war, hunger, and poverty? No 
suffering?”

“Difficult to predict. It will take a lot of work if you are seeking 
peace and tolerance between all cultures.”

“But,” chimed in Maya, “humans don’t know what peace and 
happiness are. They know war and suffering, even pain and 
despair, they are comfortable with those, but all the good stuff 
seems beyond their understanding.”

As the dark thickened around me I whispered,  “I think I  
experienced something special as we explored the Garden 
Paradise today. You are saying that this is what we can have, this 
joy and happiness?”

“If humans are willing to detach from their addiction for material 
pleasure and gain, then yes, it is possible.”

We walked through the darkening night in silence thinking on this. 
By now I was tired and Panther had moved ahead in the distance. 
We stopped at the bottom of a steep mountain of stone and 
watched Panther run to the top.
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For a moment she disappeared, but then called down to climb up 
to meet her. I so wished my mom was there to carry me up. 

Maya turned and asked if I was going to make it. I nodded yes. I 
was determined to know the end of this story and discover the 
beginning of a new one. 

We began to climb.

It felt like forever, but slowly we reached the top as the first rays 
of light could be seen on the horizon.

We stood at the edge of the cliff and looked down into the 
darkness. 

“Jump now, Maya, and trust that by letting go of the old familiar 
ways you will awaken to a new place.”

Maya was unusually quiet for a long time, then she said,

“I‘m afraid of what is waiting down below. What if I die?”

But Panther soothed her with her deep voice,

“What if you soar and fly? You cannot go on as before if you are 
to grow and evolve. The new story begins here with your leap out 
into the unknown.”

Suddenly I knew what I had to do. I moved forward on the ledge 
and said to Maya,

“I’ll go first, just in case it’s a trick. I’ll go and then you’ll know if 
it’s safe to jump.” 

“But, you’re the one who is aways afraid. I should go first!” 
 
“No! You are more important than me. I only hold you back with 
my fears. I would die without you; but you will evolve without me.”

“Don’t risk your life for me, little brother.”

“I love you, Maya, cairn terrier extraordinaire!”

Then I turned to the edge and looked down into the dark abyss.  
A cry of deep despair escaped me. I didn’t want to die, not here, 
not now; but I couldn’t go back to being the frightened little Shih 
Tzu, always following and doing what I’m told. 

The Garden Paradise had changed me, given me hope and a new 
vision for my life. I wanted to know more, to be more, to reinvent 
myself for all time - and so I jumped - out into the void - the 
unfathomable emptiness of the unknown. 

And as I was falling, falling, endlessly falling I could hear Maya 
scream my name. She will miss me, I thought, someone will be 
sad for my death.

“Good-bye, Maya”, I thought, “good-bye my better Self.”
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And then a miracle happened! I felt a rush of wind beneath me and I landed on the wing of the white horse. I was 
saved!  But where was she taking me as we flew up, up, up higher above the trees?



Looking down I saw Panther standing on the ledge - but where was Maya? Had she jumped after all? 





Chapter 7

MAYA 
AWAKENS

When I regained consciousness I was back in my 
normal size body, thirsty, hungry and still lost in the 
moss forest.

No sign of Maya, and this is where you found me.



 
 
 
I am afraid that something has happened to her.  
 
When I leapt out into space I felt weightless and  
yet filled with such a blissful feeling.

I now understand that we are one and the same,  
our hearts and souls are intertwined. It has always  
been this way; but because I am a Shih Tzu and  
Maya a Cairn we have thought of ourselves as  
separate, but now I know the truth. 

We are one with each other and all life in this forest. 

All the fibers of our being are intertwined with  
all the fibers of the universe. How cool is that.

Hold on, did I just see something move across  
the pond? Yes, there she is. Come on, let’s go,  
she may need our help.
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Look, she’s heading towards the water! She knows I’m here, but is making no sign she sees me. I’ll move closer and just 
be there in case she needs me. Gosh, she looks so tired and worn out. I must look the same way to her.





We need a moment to recover, then we have to retrieve the veil for Mother Gaia. You can come along if you like.



Chapter 8

LIFTING 
THE VEIL
“You see”, says Seamus, as they set off to retrieve 
the veil, “On our journey through the Garden 
Paradise the veil was lifted enough for us to see a 
beam of light from the world of the collective 
unconscious.

Maya had awakened, but in the process I had too. 
Now we have to return to the small world and live 
out our life together knowing what we know”.



Standing at the edge of the water, the light is slowly 
changing. 

“See there,” shouts Seamus, “the veil has slipped from 
our eyes and is being carried out to the center of the 
pond! It was covering us all along”.

“Look!” cries out Maya, “Mother Gaia is rising up out of 
the water and the veil is covering her entire body. Oh, 
gosh, She is moving across the top of the pond, Her feet 
barely skimming the surface. This is amazing”.
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Mother Gaia steps onto the shore and calls for 
Maya. She turns and walks up the path with Maya 
following behind.

“I’m unsure what I should do.” says Seamus, but 
then Maya stops and looks back to him, and he 
can read her thoughts.

“We are one, little brother, do not doubt what has 
been shown to us. Let us see this journey through 
together.”

And with that Seamus lets go of his doubts and 
runs to catch up as they make their way deeper 
into the moss forest.
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Mother Gaia stops, leans down and with 
gentle strokes of love whispers that it is 
time to awaken from the dream and leave 
the veil of ignorance behind forever.
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She slowly removes the veil and hangs it from 
the branch of a tree. She walks away leaving 
Maya and Seamus confused and uncertain as to 
what to do.

At first Maya keeps moving back to the veil, 
afraid to leave it there. It has become an 
important part of her wholeness outside the 
Garden Paradise. To survive without the veil is 
the unfolding mystery she will have to 
experience.

Suddenly Mother Gaia calls out from beyond the 
trees.

“Maya, Seamus, away!”

This is all the encouragement they need to turn 
away from a past life of ignorance and struggle. 
Together they run forward to embrace a new life 
story created from their shared dream 
experience.
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Chapter 9

MOTHER 
GAIA

Mother Gaia is sitting above the path waiting for the 
two small doggies. The sky has shifted to the red-
orange glow of Her presence.

In removing the veil She has unlocked a powerful 
force of cosmic energy. In this moment, Mother 
Gaia is ablaze with the radiance of Earth’s spirit. 



“This dream will soon end, Little Maya.  
Tessa will rise from sleep and you will find yourselves  
home safe with your human mother. It is important  
that you understand the significance of your 
awakening.

I am quickly losing my power to create life for  
future generations. Unless action is taken soon to  
reverse this decline, what will follow is the eradication 
of all species. 

Humans wear the veil of ignorance living in denial  
as to the consequences of their actions, but they  
must change their way of living in the world.

To help you stay mindful in the chaotic times that  
will follow I give you this Gatha. Teach it to others  
and say it over and over throughout the day. 
I will hear you call and will take strength from this.

In the stillness of this moment 
My senses calm, mind focused 
I embrace Her unconditional love 
I call the sacred Feminine into the world.”
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“Humans have felt my rage as I’ve cried out against the plunder of my precious resources. Many have died from 
the disasters I have unleashed upon the earth, because they have refused to listen. Shall I rid myself of this life 
sucking parasite or can Human Beings shed their old ways and create a shared dream of peace and renewal?” 



“I grow impatient. In order to survive I must act soon. Take my message out to the world sweet, loving spirits, 
and teach people how to call me back into the world. Now good-by my loves, I will see you safely home.



Chapter 10

EPILOGUE

Seamus was alone when he emerged from the 
dream, back in his home curled up on the couch. 

He looked around for Maya and saw her standing in 
the center of the room staring off into space, 
thinking.





He slipped off the couch and lay down besides her. 
They sat there in silence for awhile until she said.
“Everything has changed, yet nothing has changed,  
little brother, but I will never be the same again.” 

“I know what you mean. Before awakening we eat,  
sleep and play. After awakening we eat, sleep and  
play, but with mindfulness.” 

“How can two little doggies share their experience  
with people, so they understand?”

“They can step out into the Garden Paradise  
wherever they are, and call the sacred Feminine  
into their hearts.”

“Yes! It begins with us and spreads to all corners  
of the earth.”

“Remember the small poem She gifted to us?”

“She called it a Gatha. Let’s say it now together.” 

“In the stillness of this moment 
Our senses calm, minds focused 
We embrace Her unconditional love 
We call the sacred Feminine into the world.”

“Well, that felt pretty good. We just need to make a habit of saying it.”

“I wonder when mom’s coming home. I sure am hungry.”

“Me too. Hmm, there may be some food left in Tessa’s bowl. Where is Tessa, 
by the way?”

“Probably still sleeping where we left her. Hey Tessa! Wake up! Wait till you 
hear what happened to us.” 



One story ends, so a new story can be written.



Between Times

When the magical world and the world in which we live intersect.
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Black Panther

Symbol of the dark feminine nature. In some traditions the black panther symbolizes the 
“dark mother of the moon”. Our greatest fear is of the unknown realm of death and panther 
represents the powerful feminine energies found in the shadow side of all nature. Panther 
shows us that from the ashes of great suffering and death comes birth and renewal. 

“The panther is the promise that whatever is lost will be replaced by that which is greater, 
stronger, and more beneficial.” ~Ted Andrews (Animal-Speak)
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Cenozoic Era

The Cenozoic Era is the last major division in time, beginning 65.5 million years ago and 
continuing until today. It is also referred to as the Age of Mammals as mammals began to 
rule the earth following the extinction of dinosaurs in the Mesozoic Era. The Cenozoic Era is 
divided into three periods, including the Paleogene, Neogene, and Quaternary periods. We 
are currently in the Quaternary Period. 

"http://www.softschools.com/facts/history/cenozoic_era_facts/2238/"
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Collective Unconscious

A term coined by Carl Jung, refers to structures of the unconscious mind which are shared 
among beings of the same species. According to Jung, the human collective unconscious 
is populated by instincts and by archetypes: universal symbols such as The Great Mother, 
the Wise Old Man, the Shadow, the Tower, Water, the Tree of Life, and many more.

Jung considered the collective unconscious to underpin and surround the unconscious 
mind, distinguishing it from the personal unconscious of Freudian psychoanalysis. He 
argued that the collective unconscious had profound influence on the lives of individuals, 
who lived out its symbols and clothed them in meaning through their experiences. 

www.wikipedia.com
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Gatha

A small poem of mindfulness. Repeating it reminds one to stay present to the moment.
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Hero's Journey

The classic undertaking by an individual through the labyrinth of darkness and suffering to 
finally emerge into the light; and then to guide others through their own tragic journey. 

“The courage to face the trials and to bring a whole new body of possibilities into the field 
of interpreted experience of other people to experience.” ~Joseph Campbell

“That which does not kill us makes us stronger.” ~ Nietzsche
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Individuation

According to Anodea Judith in Eastern Bodies, Western Minds and in keeping with the 
Hero’s quest: On this journey of individuation, Maya/Seamus awaken from the small world 
she previously inhabited to embrace the larger world of the personal and collective 
unconscious by reclaiming her shadow, her inner masculine and feminine, and her 
connection with mythic and archetypal energies. 

“The purpose of individuation is to integrate previously undeveloped aspects of oneself into 
a larger, comprehensive Self that is simultaneously personal and Universal.

To individuate, we must break away from the gravitational fields of earth and water, mother 
and father, group and society and bring forth the unique, divine individual that lives within. 
Individuation is the unfolding of our unique destiny, the unfolding of the soul”.
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Maya

Represents goddess energy as the Spiritual Warrior; but her tamed and domesticated 
nature reluctantly undertakes the Hero’s quest. The journey awakens deep unconscious, 
bringing forth her true, larger Self. Ultimately the connection she makes is not just to the 
Self, but to the sacred, divine Feminine.

The Sanskrit word, Maya  translates as “the measurer” or cosmic illusion. Maya is the 
power in creation by which limitations and divisions seem to exist in the Oneness that is 
true reality. In other words, the veil of illusion that humans live behind.  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Mother Gaia

The sacred feminine in human form. Other names for Her include: Divine Mother, Mother 
Nature, Earth Mother, Mother Goddess, Mary, Inanna, Ishtar. She is the feminine in all 
manifestations: child, virgin, lover, mother, nurturer, warrior, intuitive, sage and wise woman. 

“Even the gods are Her children. Everything you can think of - everything you can see is a 
production of the goddess” ~ Joseph Campbell
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Seamus

The everyman, witness self thinking with ego mind and trapped in first Chakra of fear and 
survival. He attempts to access something deeper, the higher more comprehensive Self. 
Although it may appear to be Maya’s journey it is Seamus who undertakes the Hero’s 
journey and makes the ultimate sacrifice.
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Serpent

Represents the life - death - life cycle. She who sheds her skin to be reborn. 

“The serpent represents the power of life engaged in the field of time, and of death, yet 
eternally alive. The world is but its shadow - the falling skin.”  ~ Joseph Campbell
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Tessa

 A form of the sacred feminine and the dream Self who dreams the world into being. 
Creates reality out of airy nothing and dreams of noble quests to save the Garden Paradise.
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The Crack Between the World

A magical place where visitations, miracles, imaginations, inspirations, and healing of all 
natures occur.
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Thomas Berry, C.P., PhD

(November 9, 1914 – June 1, 2009) was a Catholic priest of the Passionist order, cultural 
historian and ecotheologian (although cosmologist and geologian – or “Earth scholar” – 
were his preferred descriptors). Among advocates of "ecospirituality" and the "New Story," 
he is famous for proposing the idea that a deep understanding of the history and 
functioning of the evolving universe is a necessary inspiration and guide for our own 
effective functioning as individuals and as a species. He is considered a leader in the 
tradition of Teilhard de Chardin.

Berry believed that humanity, after generations spent in self-glorification and despoiling the 
world, is poised to embrace a new role as a vital part of a larger, interdependent 
“communion of subjects” on earth and in the universe.

http://thomasberry.org/
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Vedas

Sanskrit: वेद veda, "knowledge", are a large body of knowledge texts originating in the 

ancient Indian subcontinent. Composed in Vedic Sanskrit, the texts constitute the oldest 
layer of Sanskrit literature and the oldest scriptures of Hinduism. Hindus consider the Vedas 
to be apauruṣeya, which means "not of a man, superhuman"and "impersonal, authorless”.

There are four Vedas: the Rigveda, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda and the Atharvaveda. 
Each Veda has been subclassified into four major text types – the Samhitas (mantras and 
benedictions), the Aranyakas (text on rituals, ceremonies, sacrifices and symbolic-
sacrifices), the Brahmanas (commentaries on rituals, ceremonies and sacrifices), and the 
Upanishads (texts discussing meditation, philosophy and spiritual knowledge). Some 
scholars add a fifth category – the Upasanas (worship).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vedas
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White Fox

Represents invisibility, shapeshifting and supernatural powers. The movement of kundalini 
energy, and the freeing of the creative force. Fox symbolizes magic being born within the 
feminine energies, and that unless a male can recognize the magic of the feminine - in 
himself or others - and learn to use it to shape shift his own life, it will ultimately lead to 
destruction.
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Winged Horse

Symbol of freedom, new journeys and communication with the Divine.
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Wolf

Symbolizes leadership, courage, loyalty. A messenger and teacher for the world.
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